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Abstract. Hidden failures in relay may cause invalidation of protection equipment so that system
faults cannot be detected. These faults will lead to cascading outages in severe cases. At present,
effective methods lack in monitoring hidden failures. A hybrid state estimation which uses system
data collected from both SCADA and WAMS is proposed. The state value obtained from state
estimation is regarded as reference value. The measurement value uploaded by protection
information system is compared with reference value. If the difference exceeds default threshold
value, hidden failure can be proved to exist in relay. A test system for hidden failure is established
according to analysis above. This system can be used on the long-term, real-term, and on-line
monitoring of relay. Example demonstrates that this system can be used to check the hidden failure
in relay effectively.
Introduction
Hidden failures in relay will lead to mal-operation or refused operation of protection equipment[1-3].
Sometimes these serious faults will even lead to cascading outages. In order to improve the
operation reliability of power grids, it is necessary to monitor the possible hidden failures in
protection equipment. So far, the articles published at home and abroad have put forward ideas
about monitoring and preventing hidden failures. Due to the restriction on technical development,
however, further study has not been carried out[4-9]. The paper5, 6 mainly studies the probability of
hidden failures, and a cascading failure model considering hidden failures has been built. The
paper7, 8 sets up a method to analyze and prevent cascading failures in power system based on
searching model and fault tree. But none of above puts forward the specific method to detect and
prevent hidden failures in protection equipment.
With the development of communication technology, high-precision measurement units are
widely applied in power system[10,11]. The wide area measurement system(WAMS) which uses
GPS-based phase measurement units(PMU) to acquire synchronous operation states of power
system can obtain the states in real time. Besides, domestic and foreign experts already have
intense researches on PMU optimization placement and data analysis, which could guarantee the
observability of power grid [12]. The power system data obtained by WAMS can be used as ideal
data sources to analysis the states of power grid. And there are advantages of high sampling rate and
high precision. What’s more, the SCADA system based on RTU can monitor the operation state of
power system along with WAMS. The protection information system is used to collect, analyze and
process information of protection equipment[14,15], as well as record measurement data and trigger
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signals at the same time to monitor the operation status of protection equipment. The above systems
can be used to check the hidden failure in protection equipment comprehensively.
Starting from the operational principle of protection equipment, reference 9 points out that the
operation states of devices can be divided into static states before power grid failure and dynamic
states after power grid failure. These two states put up static characteristic and dynamic
characteristic. The paper also presents a method which compares the power system data measured
by WAMS and the data obtained from protection information system to detect the hidden failures in
protection equipments under static condition. However, this method can only be used for detecting
the hidden failures of single bus, and cannot guarantee the reliability of data. And exceptions in
WAMS may lead to unreliable data which will cause misjudgment of hidden failure. Therefore, this
paper puts forward a method to detect hidden failure in protection equipment under static condition.
It uses hybrid state estimation to process data from both WAMS and SCADA so as to conclude the
operation states of power grid. Compare these state data with protection data recorded by protection
information system. If there is an obvious difference, the protection equipment may have hidden
failures. Then a system used to detect hidden failure in protection equipment is established on the
basis of it. The system can constantly detect the hidden failures under normal operation of power
network on line, and effectively reduce the influence of abnormal power measurement data on
detection. It is of good practical value.
The test system for hidden failure
Hidden failure can be proved to exist in different segments of protection equipment. The methods
put forward to detect hidden failure should consider the differences between each part. When the
power system operates steadily, the protection equipment cannot reach the starting conditions. The
protection program may operate under normal process. At this time, the protection equipment runs
under static condition. Its main function is to measure current and voltage. The hidden failures
mainly manifest that the analog data measured by protection and actual measured data are different,
but the protection equipment by no means detect the abnormalities. If the hidden failure can be
detected to ensure the correct static characteristic, the faulty operation and missing operation of
protection equipment can be avoided. Checking the accuracy of measurement data is a better way to
find hidden failure.
This kind of defects will make deviation when power system operates in normal condition. When
load current increases immediately or large disturbance occurs in grid, the existence of bias might
make the protection equipment sending a wrong tripping signal. Consequently, when protection
equipment operates under static condition, the detecting method for hidden failure is mainly to
detect the defects in data acquisition and processing.
Hybrid State Estimation
It needs reliable contrast resource to monitor the data collected and processed by relay protection
equipment. The paper 16 set up a method which could obtain reliable operation state of system by
using data collected from SCADA and WAMS to estimate the state of system. The advantage of
state estimation is that bad data can be detected and identified through redundant data. The state
variable in this method has high precision. It can be used as the comparing data resource to the
detecting system. Comparing the measurement value of protection equipment with the reference
value, if the result exceeds default threshold value, hidden failure can be proved to exist in the
measurement part of protection equipment.
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By using system data from SCADA to solve nonlinear equation group, the optimum estimated
states of system can be obtained. When the measurement error is subject to uncorrelated normally
distribution, the mean is 0, and the variance is σ 2 , and the measurement equation of SCADA system
is
z = h (U ,θ ) + v

(1)

In this equation, z is m-dimensional measurement, and usually is the power injected to nodes or
power flow. The bus voltage amplitude U and Phase Angle θ are n-dimensional measurement. V is
measurement error. So the state estimation goal function is:
J (U ,θ ) =

2

m

∑
i =1

(

zi − hi (U ,θ )
) = [ z − h(U ,θ )]T R−1[ z − h(U ,θ )]
σi

(2)

In this equation, R −1 is weight matrix. This matrix is diagonal, and its diagonal elements are
1 / σ i2 .

For power measurement, the correction equation of measurement is:
 ∆U / U   M
 ∆P 
 ∆Q  = H  ∆θ  =  G
 

 

F   ∆U / U 
N   ∆θ 

(3)

In this equation, M, F, G, N are all the first order partial derivative matrix of the power injected
to nodes or power flow with respect to the voltage amplitude and phase angles. Each row has two
nonzero elements. The nonzero element of nodes i or j is located in the column i or column j. With
regard to the nodes configured by PMU, the additional correction of branch power flow can be
constructed to improve the redundancy and the precision of the data[16~18]. After introducing the
PMU measurement data, the correction equation can be rewritten:
 ∆P   M
 ∆Q   G

=
 ∆Pa   M a
 ∆Q  
 a   Ga

F 
N   ∆U / U 
Fa   ∆θ 

Na 

(4)

If one node i or j at each end is equipped with PMU, only one of the nonzero elements of the row
vector of Ma, Fa, Ga, Na is located in the i column or j column. If both nodes i, j are equipped with
PMU, Ma, Fa, Ga, Na have the same structure as M、F、G、N. Introducing the PWU could
improve the redundancy of data. And high precision of PMU measurement could improve the
precision and stability of state estimation. If the precision of PMU measurement is high enough, the
measurement data can be directly used as the state solution of the system. In the meantime, the
number of state variables in state estimation will reduce. The computational amount is reduced. And
the precision is further improved. In point of the whole power grid, state estimation could reduce
the test error of each bus so as to improve the precision of referential values of hidden failures.
The results of state estimation are the measurement estimates Û , θ̂ , the phase angle and
magnitude of each bus voltage. Thus, the measurement estimates of voltage phasor Û ∠θ of each bus
can be obtained. Then the measurement estimate of current vector of every branch is:
Iˆij ∠θij = Yij (Uˆ i ∠θi − Uˆ j ∠θ j )

(5)
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In this equation, Yij is the conductance between buses i and j. θij is the degrees that the branch
current lags behind the reference voltage.
The normal measurement data that protection equipments upload onto the protection information
system are the amplitudes of voltage and current. According to the analysis above, the calculated
value of state estimation can be obtained. And they will be used as referential values to detect
hidden failures in protection equipment under static condition.
Detecting Hidden Failure under Static Condition
Power system is an inertia system which contains a large number of generators. And its steady
operation changes slowly. The hidden failures are detected when the power system operates
steadily. There has the observability of power grid in WAMS and SCADA system. The
measurement data such as bus voltage and current detected from power grid should keep stable
when the power system operates steadily. Therefore the results of state estimation can be used as
the comparing data resource. The precision is the second. Then, compare the measurement value of
protection equipment with the reference value to detect hidden failure. When the system was
un-dynamic states such as short circuit, the measurement data such as bus voltage and current
would changes rapidly. In order to avoid the miscalculation caused by the sync data under dynamic
states, the detection of hidden failure should be blocked. The process is illustrated in figure 1, and
specific steps are as follows:

Û

Fig1. The process of hidden failure detecting
Firstly, When the system was under dynamic states such as short circuit, the voltage amplitude of
short circuit point will decrease. If the difference between the actual value and rated value of a bus
voltage is over a certain number, the detection of hidden failure should be blocked because the
system is operating under dynamic states.
The cycle time of T of detecting hidden failures is set. At time k, the voltage amplitude of bus j
updated from WAMS and SCADA system is U j ( k ) . At time k+T, the voltage amplitude is U j ( k + T ) .
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The data deviation of voltage amplitude is set to be 10%. Then the deviation of voltage amplitude
between two adjacent cycles should not pass 10%. The equation is:
U j ( k + T ) − U j ( k ) ≤ 0.1U N

(6)

If the above equation is satisfied, the system is operating steadily. The detection runs normally.
If the above equation is not satisfied, the system is operating under dynamic states. The detection of
hidden failure should be blocked until the voltage amplitude of this bus return to normal.
Secondly，if cycle time of T of detecting hidden failures is set, the protection equipment uploads
m times in the time T. And the uploading frequency is f=m/T. The measurement data is processed
and the hidden failure is checked on a T cycle. In the operation of practical power system, the
sample data should not to be compared one by one. Therefore, in detecting cycle, this paper we
proposed a method which obtains the mean square covariance between protection measurement data
U i of the bus and reference values Û obtained by state estimation in the sampling period. Set the

threshold value ε X . If the mean square covariance exceeds the threshold value ε X , which satisfy the
equation 7, the data deviation is said to be too large.
1
m

∑

m

(U i − Uˆ ) 2

i =1

Uˆ

> εX

(7)

Thirdly, if the mean square covariance exceeds the threshold value ε X , the counter Sm will plus
one automatically. If the condition is not met, set the counter Sm to zero. After n cycles, when the
counter Sm exceeds the maximum number S m _ max , hidden failure can be proved to exist in relay and
the test system gives alarms.
Analysis of Sync Data
The detecting system of hidden failure includes two data sources, the data of power grid
compiled from WAMS and SCADA system and the protection data compiled from
protection information system. Because of the delay of data transmission, the data compiled by
different resources may be out of sync.
This paper use voltage amplitude as sampled data to test the hidden failure under static state.
When the power system operates steadily, the voltage amplitude changes pretty slowly[19-23]. The
influence of sync can be ignored.
The difference of data accuracy between SCADA and WAMS system is huge. The solution of
data compatibility in WAMS and SCADA detecting system can reduce the accuracy to second[19-20].
The power grid uses GPS system to improve the sync accuracy between SCADA/WAMS system
and protection information[21-25]. The accuracy can be millisecond. And the requirement of data
sync in this testing system is second. Therefore, the sync of data has no influence in this testing
method.
Therefore, the sync of data caused by the steady of amplitude or the sync analysis of data
resources has little influence in the method in this paper.
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Analysis of Threshold of Hidden Failure
At time K, voltage amplitude is Û after the state estimation of data measured by SCADA and
WAMS. In the measuring period, voltage amplitude of phase A collected by protection information
system is U i . After transformation the equation 8 is:
1
m

∑

m

(U i − Uˆ ) 2 > Uˆ ε X

i =1

(8)

The alarming threshold value of detecting system for hidden failure is set to ∆U X = Uˆ ε X . The
criterion of equation 8 changes to:
1
m

∑

m

(U i − Uˆ ) 2 > ∆U

i =1

(9)

When lines keep stable operation, the actual data can be compiled by WAMS and SCADA
system. And there are differences between the operation state measured by protection equipment
and the operation state of practical power system, which means that it is different with the operation
state collected by WAMS. The differences stem from all kinds of measurement and calculation
errors which includes the measurement error of voltage transformer ε tran , the state estimation
errors ε state− est , the calculation errors of relay protection equipment and so on. It can be expressed as:

ε ∆U = ε tran + ε state − est + ε relay

(10)

Using the data uploaded by WAMS and SCADA could state-estimate the grid voltage and
relinquish the bad data in order to obtain the voltage amplitude Û of corresponding bus. It has high
reliability and accuracy, and can be used as reference value. Then the relationship between the
alarming thresholds ∆U of hidden failure in protection equipment, the measurement errors ε ∆U and
the voltage amplitude Û is:
∆U ≥ Uˆ (ε tran + ε state−est + ε relay )

(11)

Reliable coefficient is set to K rel , and the threshold ∆U X could be set to:
∆U = K relUˆ (ε tran + ε state −est + ε relay )

(12)

The errors of measuring transformer and protective transformer influence the calculation of
threshold. The protective transformer is put into protection equipment. At rated voltage, the error of
magnitude 3 is ±3%, and the error of magnitude 6 is ±6%. In this paper, the protective transformer
uses magnitude 3, which means that the error of measurement data uploaded to protection
information system is about ±3%.
Under the steady state operation of power system, WAMS and SCADA upload the data of power
grid, and both adopt measuring voltage transformer. At rated voltage, the errors of magnitude 0.1,
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0.2, 0.5, 1 transformers are ±0.1%, ±0.2%, ±0.5%, ±1%. This paper adopt magnitude 0.5
transformer. Then the error of data updated by power system is about ±0.5%. The state estimation
uses iteration which solves nonlinear equation to estimate the best estimated state of power grid.
This method will produce calculation errors. And the processing of data in WAMS and SCADA
system will produce other errors.
In IEEE 118-bus system, the original measurement in system is set to active and reactive power
flows of all branches. The measurement error of measuring transformer, the calculating error of
state estimation and other measurement error will affect the random error of state estimation. The
measurement data of PMU and SCADA system is simulated by truth state value superposing on
random errors. The random errors of SCADA system submit standard distribution which mean
index is 0 and standard deviation is 0.02[16]. Bus 22 is configured with PWU. The measurement
errors of amplitude submit standard distribution which mean index is 0 and standard deviation is
0.005[17].
Under the steady state operation of power system, the deviation of data is very little (not over
10%). This deviation may affect the calculation of threshold. Therefore it should be analysis. And if
the measurement of a bus in grid produces large deviation, according to weighted least squares,
although the deviation is reduced by state estimation, the deviation of neighboring buses will
increase. Therefore it is needed to be analyzed and the influence of threshold should be ensured.
Assuming that the deviation in voltage amplitude of bus 40 is 0%, -10% and -20% respectively, the
state after estimation is compared with the state before estimation. The measurement error of power
bus is shown in figure 2.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Fig2. The measurement error after state estimation compared with before
In figure 2, the bigger the deviation of a bus is, the bigger the calculation error is. However, state
estimation could also reduce the deviation of measurement effectively and keep the steady of testing
system in order to avoid misjudgment. In this paper, the measurement deviation of bus voltage
amplitude is set to -10%. Therefore the deviation of state estimation is 1%.
After calculating the discrete grid measurement data, the voltage and current of grid are uploaded
to protection information system by protection equipment. Affected by software algorithm,
frequency and the harmonic, there will be calculation error of voltage amplitude in this process.
According to the calculation precision of microcomputer protection, the error is about ±1.5%[19].
Reliable coefficient K rel is set to 1.2. Based on the preceding analysis, ε tran =0.03, ε state− est
=0.01, ε relay =0.015. According to equation 11, the threshold of hidden failure is:
∆U X = 1.2* Uˆ * (0.03 + 0.01+0.015) =0.066* Uˆ

(13)

Detecting system for hidden failure
A highly efficient information processing measurement is needed by safe operation of the power
grid. Intelligent substation and its monitoring system is the inevitable trend of the development of
modern power grid. SCADA, WAMS and protection information system are used as main means of
monitoring grid and its equipment. And it can provide sufficient data sources to detect hidden
failure. According to this paper, detecting system for hidden failure is shown in figure 3. This
system does not change the physical structure of original detecting system. It only need open the
corresponding data query interface in SCADA, WAMS and protection information system.
Detecting system for hidden failure isolates physically from original detecting network of power
grid. Proprietary data network is used to communicate with SCADA, WAMS and protection
information system and satisfy the call and measurement and the upper layer of signal data.
Detecting system for hidden failure proposed in this paper is mainly used for the discriminate
under static condition. The function of the module and discriminate method are illustrated in detail
in the earlier paragraphs. The detecting system of this system can achieve a online real-time
operation. It will alarm whenever an exception of any component is detected and report the source
of the error.
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Fig. 3 Structure chart of detecting system for hidden failure
Example
The article selects IEEE 118-bus system shown in figure 4 as instance. Power flow calculation
results calculated by program “matpower4.1” are used as real-time state operation of system.

Fig. 4 IEEE 30-bus test system
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The state estimation and the measurement of protection information system are simulated by
using truth flow value superposing on random errors. In state estimation, the measurement errors of
SCADA and PMU are shown in section 1.4. The measurement error of the data in protection
information system submits standard distribution which mean index is 0 and standard deviation is
0.02. The threshold is determined by equation 13. The analysis of detection for hidden failure is:
Firstly, if there is no hidden failure in the system, the magnitude U i − Uˆ of the difference between
the result of state estimation and the data of protection equipment at some time is shown in figure 5.

Fig. 5 Node amplitude differences without hidden failure
Secondly, assuming that bus 14 and 81 have hidden failures, the measurement error of voltage
amplitude uploaded by protection information system is raised to -10%. Therefore the result after
detecting is shown in figure 6.

Fig. 6 Node amplitude differences with hidden failure
Thirdly, if there has some deviation in WAMS and SCADA which leads to some deviation in
protection measurement data, state estimation could reduce this deviation and ensure the accuracy
of the detection. The deviation in the measurement of bus 20 is set to -10%. If there has no hidden
failure, the result after detecting is shown in figure 7. If there have some hidden failures in bus 4
and 21, the deviation of voltage amplitude uploaded by protection information system is -10%. The
result after detecting is shown in figure 8.
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Fig. 7 Node amplitude differences without hidden failure with anomalous measured value

Fig. 8 Node amplitude differences with hidden failure in with anomalous measured value
In comparison between figure 5 and 6, the measurement error of voltage amplitude caused by the
hidden failure in protection equipment can be detected effectively by the method proposed in this
paper. In comparison between figure 5 and 7, if there has some deviation in system data, this
deviation can be reduced effectively. And the effect on reference value can be ignored, which
would not cause the misjudgment of detecting hidden failure. In comparison between figure 7 and 8,
even if there has some deviation in measurement data, the detecting system can still detect hidden
failure effectively.
Conclusion
This paper proposes a detecting system for hidden failure in protection equipment. This detecting
system could detect the hidden failure in protection equipment under static condition. By hybrid
state estimation, the calculated measurement data can be used as reference value of hidden failure
and compared with the equipment data measured by protection information system. If the error
exceeds the threshold set before, hidden failure can be proved to exist in relay under static
condition. This system could detect the operation state of relay protection equipment and predict the
possible hidden failure in relay. And when there has some deviation in bus measurement data, the
system can still detect hidden failure effectively and has certain practical.
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